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Introduction
THERE are three ways to look at free dailies:
• As traditional newspapers only differentiated
by the fact they are free;
• As a product created for an audience that
lacks the reading habit; innovative products
that have a new approach to the newsroom,
workflow, editorial vision and business
philosophy;
• As just a sequel to the evening television
news or an internet web page – a response
to the new media habit of consuming
information quickly, effortlessly and for free.
These consumers may read a paper now but
they are just as likely to watch television
on public transport or through their mobile
telephones.
Summing up, the perception of free dailies
can vary from being seen as ordinary
newspapers, to a different kind of newspaper,
to something that is other than a newspaper.
Needless to say, publishers of free dailies
believe their approach is innovatory. “The
newspaper industry didn’t understand that its
biggest competitor wasn’t television or the

internet. It was breakfast, aerobics, careers,
kids,” Pelle Tornberg, the Swedish president
and chief executive of Metro International
with close to 60 titles, told BusinessWeek.
“Traditional newspapers look at us as thieves
and criminals that are here to steal their
readers,” he added. “They’re right.”
Which is why in some quarters free dailies
have met with hostility. In Germany in
2000 publishers obstructed and eventually
prevented free dailies from entering the
market. In France and Spain their distribution
has been hindered. It is no coincidence that
Germany has pioneered the “lite” dailies,
such as NEWS or Welt Kompakt, which sell
for €0.50, as a defence against free dailies.
The Norwegian Graphics Association issued
this statement prior to the launch of a French
edition of 20 Minutes, a free daily owned by
Schibsted: “Free papers undermine today’s
pattern of the press, ruin the foundation for
the traditional papers, and constitute a threat
to serious and critical journalism. The free
papers’ sole goal is to suck out as much profit
as possible from the advertising markets, to
5
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secure their owners’ earnings. The result is a
further commercialisation of the press, since
the publications are attached to the advertisers
and have to publish on their terms.”
Yet other media operate very successfully
and credibly on the basis of free access.
Many commentators argue that television has
overtaken newspapers in terms of being the
primary source of breaking news. Television
news, in many markets at least, is regarded
as credible and authoritative. Yet virtually all
network television news is free at the point of
consumption. And the same applies to radio.
So why should newspapers lack credibility as
soon as the cover price is removed?
Free dailies have been regarded with distrust
and doubt. It has been predicted that they
would fail or rack up huge losses. Yet they
have started to change the order of markets as
few would ever have expected. For example:
• In Denmark, Metro is the No. 1 title;
• In Switzerland, 20 Minutes is No. 1;
• In Spain, Metro and Schibsted are battling it
out for the No. 1 position.
Free dailies are more numerous, better made
and more successful than ever. Is this the
beginning of a new era?

6
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1. Time for a change
1.1 Trends in readership, circulation
and media consumption

While newspapers may seem the most
traditional form of media, they have
undergone significant changes:
• The number of colour pages has increased,
sometimes to all pages;
• Layouts have become more adventurous,
mimicking magazines;
• More friendly formats have been adopted,
with more than 50 papers adopting a compact
size in the past two years;
• Free dailies have been set up all around the
world; and
• “Lite” versions have been introduced.
It is the last two that represent the best
and most obvious attempt to adapt by the

395
(millions)

THE free dailies phenomenon has occurred at
a time when the media landscape is changing
fundamentally. Media players have been
forced to rethink their business strategies and
their approach to customers.

Chart 1.1: Circulation of paid
daily newspapers
(daily average)
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Source: World Press Trends 2004,
World Association of Newspapers

industry to the media consumption habits and
industry trends. They represent new business
models, as well as a response to the factors
that influence the industry – readership and
circulation.
While these changes have occurred,
newspaper circulations have increased
globally by 4.75 per cent past over the past
five years and remained fairly stable in 2003,
compared with 2002.
7
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Chart 1.2: Readership patterns
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In many markets, the readership of
newspapers is ageing because the younger
generation reads newspapers less often.
The Shaping the Future of the Newspaper
project has already exposed the myth that
while young people do not read newspapers,
they will as they get older. In most mature
newspaper markets, people’s newspaper
reading is at its highest when they are
youngest; as they get older they lose the
habit.
In the United Kingdom, for example, 77 per
cent of people in their 20s read newspapers
30 years ago. Today only 54 per cent have
kept the habit.

The creation of Metro
Yet in the early 1990s, three young people
looked at these gloomy trends and saw an
opportunity for a new business. Before they
met, each of the trio had been considering
ways to produce a new kind of paper, with
a new type of distribution, maximising new
technology, reducing staff size, printing
brief news summaries, etc. In short, what
later came to be Metro, and what largely
distinguished it from other papers. The man
who picked up the idea and was willing
to finance it was Swedish financier Jan
Stenbeck and what became the Modern
Times Group. Today Metro, a daily paper
for time-pressed commuters, has 56 editions
in 78 cities in 17 countries in 16 languages.

The changing media landscape
It would perhaps be useful at this point
to look around at the rest of the evolving
media landscape and see the pressures that
have undermined the newspaper industry in
recent decades.

8

The proliferation of broadband and the
effect of the internet on the media industry
and media consumption has had huge
consequences. The internet influences the
audience of all media – TV, magazines,
newspapers, and cinema. But television
is affected the most. A report, Evolution
of Media Use in Europe – Web Impacting
Consumption, looked at the impact of
online on traditional media. The research
showed that TV faces the biggest threat
from the internet, with 27 per cent of
European internet users cutting the time
they spent watching TV in favour of the
web in 2004. This compares with 21 per
cent in 2001.
The results for 2004 show that an average
of 40 per cent of broadband users across
Western Europe said that they spend less
time watching TV. Newspapers are also
facing competition from online with 18 per
cent of those questioned reading less and
going online more in 2004 – up from 13 per
cent in 2001. According to Jupiter Research
analyst and author Olivier Beauvillian:
“Year on year we are continuing to see a
seismic shift in where and how Europe’s
population consume media for information
and entertainment and this has big
implications for TV, newspapers and radio.’
Table 1.1 shows a cruel reality: the audience
is turning more and more to the internet for
information and away from newspapers and
television. The reality is cruel because there
is not a high potential source of profits there
yet.
Meanwhile the TV audience has been
fragmented. There are countless channels
focused on very specific areas, small niche
and audience channels. Mass channels
have lost audience share to the new niche
channels.
Mobile telephones are becoming used
as television sets, internet devices, a
communication tool that was squeezed into
the life of consumers initially and has now
become 24-hour device.
And, lastly, consumers are multi-tasking,
reading while they watch television or listen
to the radio. They are paying less attention
to the media.
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Table 1.1: Which media do you prefer to use for the
following type of information and content?
Internet

TV

Newspaper

Magazine

Radio

Wireless
device

Telephone

Other

Adult entertainment

56%

17%

8%

5%

3%

3%

1%

7%

Archived news stories

76%

7%

10%

1%

2%

1%

1%

2%

Business Information

65%

5%

13%

5%

2%

1%

2%

8%

News

26%

41%

27%

0%

4%

0%

0%

1%

Greeting cards

53%

3%

3%

1%

1%

1%

0%

37%

Job listings

41%

3%

48%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

Movie listings

33%

8%

50%

2%

1%

1%

4%

1%

Personal ads

38%

5%

42%

3%

4%

2%

1%

4%

Product information

65%

7%

8%

15%

1%

1%

0%

3%

Real-estate listings

35%

3%

52%

3%

2%

2%

0%

3%

Sport news

29%

37%

27%

1%

3%

1%

1%

1%

Stock qoutes

66%

7%

21%

1%

1%

1%

1%

3%

Reference information

81%

2%

2%

1%

1%

0%

1%

12%

TV listings

17%

33%

35%

9%

1%

1%

0%

3%

Base: North American online households that use each type of information/content
Source: Forrester’s Consumer Technographics 2003 North America Retail&Media Online Study
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2. The business concept
THE ERA of free dailies started with the
launch of Metro in the Swedish capital,
Stockholm, in 1995. It was originally meant
as a weapon for the Modern Times Group,
run by the Jan Stenbeck, the tycoon who died
in 2002, in the domestic Swedish market.
There had been earlier attempts to launch
local free dailies. In most European countries,
these papers lasted for only a short time. In
the United Kingdom, the Birmingham Daily
News was launched in October 1984 and was
distributed to 300,000 homes from Tuesday
to Friday, employing about 40 journalists on
what became an award-winning newspaper.
Yet it only survived until May 1991.

20 Minutes, published by Schibsted in 13
editions in three countries; and
Metro, published by Associated Newspapers
and its partners in the United Kingdom in
eight geographical areas.

Content and format

More than a decade later, there are more than
100 free dailies across 31 countries. These
include:

Most free daily newspapers are published
as tabloids. In some countries they are even
smaller, using magazine format. Although 24
pages seems to be the average, some papers
are thinner (12 to 16 pages) while others have
up to 64 pages (the Metro UK Friday edition,
for example). Content reflects the audience: a
clear focus on quick news (local, national and
international), lifestyle, technology, media,
spots, celebrities, movies and services (a
television guide, weather, comics, horoscope,
movie or theatre tips, crosswords). So
short news, no traditional opinion material,
less sports and finance coverage such as
stock market tables or sports scores, more
entertainment but less culture.

Metro, published by Metro International in 56
editions, in 78 cities and 17 countries;

For news, the free dailies rely heavily on
wire services, third party material (graphics,

Although the concept of a free commuter
newspaper was developed in 1992 in
Stockholm, it took three years to convince
investors and the public transport system to
support the new paper.

11
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overwrought.”
20 Minutes is a little different from the
concept promoted by Metro and follows the
maxim of “think globally and ‘buy’ locally”,
with greater flexibility and being much closer
to the ground than Metro International’s
titles. 20 Minutos in Spain is based above all
on news, with a lot of weight given to local
events, on services of use to the reader and on
an opinion component that implies feedback
from the readers, who are highly interactive
with the paper.

photographs, television schedules, product
information and stock news); Metro
International has its own Metro World News
service which has helped to reduce costs.
Free dailies have a small editorial staff. Metro
hires a staff of 40 people, 15 to 20 of them
journalists, for every edition. Non-Metro free
dailies seem to employ more journalists. The
Paris 20 Minutes has 26 full-time professional
journalists, for instance.
There are no partisan opinions, no
interpretation: just serious news without
any personal comment or analyses. Metro
editorial staff feel their duty is to inform
briefly and rapidly, by means of news items
and short articles, and one cover story per
issue – a mini-report. The readers scan the
newspaper on their way to work and by
the time their journey has ended, they have
received information about nearly everything.
Thomas Grahl, the first editor-in-chief of
Metro in Sweden, thinks it was a real benefit
for the readers that it did not “shout at its
readers or talk at them but rather with them.
And we are not know-alls. We are a real
newspaper for the man in the street, with
short news items that keep to the point. We
ask nothing of our readers apart from this:
think for yourself. Metro is an antithesis
to the loud-voiced and journalistically
12

In terms of design and editorial content,
Metro aims to represent the evolution of
the print media in the face of the Internet
phenomenon. Treatment of news is the same
as any Internet reader would carry out in a
web search; the objective being to extract the
essence of each news item, interpreting how
much is needed in the time allotted, and to
offer it in “screen bursts” – the same way as
cascading information can be found and read
diagonally on the Web.
Media sociologist Jean-Marie Charon said:
“Metro has found a simple, even playful, way
of presenting news, with a lot of practical
information. Their style is young and urban.”
A characteristic of almost all free dailies is
that they are in a small format – tabloid or
even magazine. According to the Media Life
web site: “One of the real appeals may well
be that less is more, the quick catch-up on the
news without having to spend an afternoon
at it. Is it snippet journalism, as critics
complain? Certainly, but readers appreciate
the brevity.
“Another appeal of the free tabs may also turn
out to be their ability to pull in advertisers
with far more affordable rates, reaching a
wide base of advertisers who could never
justify the cost space in the local daily.”

Production and printing
Printing is outsourced and the company does
not integrate vertically. The focus on a core
competency keeps the organisation lean and
the costs under control. The production of the
newspaper is an easy one, very standardised
with many pre-designed templates. That
means less time and less costs.
Free dailies have optimised production
efficiency in the newspaper industry. But
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rapid transit line. The second goes after
that target at lunch, dropping the papers in
restaurants, cafes, and health clubs. The third
makes sure the paper is handed out during
events such as happy hours, where the target
audience congregate. They have specifically
avoided supermarkets and grocery stores,
which could cut into the Dallas Morning
News’ single-copy sales, Editor & Publisher
reported.
Sergio Carlos Spadone, who led the
conversion of La Razón in Argentina from
a paid-for to a free newspaper and then
took part in the process of selling it to the
group that publishes Clarín, says La Razón’s
competitive advantages and keys to success
were in the exclusive agreements with leading
transport companies.

this is possible as they are not looking for
permanent innovation in design, which is
typical for paid-for newspapers.

This opinion confirms that a strong
successful free daily is based on an exclusive
distribution contract with the public transport
authorities. Even though some other
distribution methods have emerged for free
dailies, the most successful and profitable
examples rely on such a contract.

Distribution

Marketing

Free dailies are aimed at the general public in
metropolitan areas and published five days a
week from Monday till Friday (the Stockholm
and Hong Kong Metros also have weekend
editions). They have a comparatively cheap
distribution system, mostly through the public
transport system, although some alternative
ways of distribution exist: copies are also
distributed in office buildings, shopping
malls, hospitals, and university campuses. In
Iceland and Zurich the free paper is delivered
door to door.

According to the benchmarks below the
marketing costs of a free daily are lower
than those of a paid one. The prizes and
advertising campaigns are usually less costly.
But the public relations power that some of
free dailies have is extraordinary.

The newspapers are also distributed by hand
in front of stations and so on. The hand
distribution is usually used as a marketing
tool especially at a launch a new free daily to
“force” people to take it and become aware
of it – a push trial. In competitive markets,
this distribution method is used even after the
launch to keep readers loyal and to push the
product to them.
Quick (a free daily in North America owned
by the Dallas Morning News) has three
distribution strategies. One is related to
making sure the paper is available where
people travel to and from work along Dallas’

Metro is a listed company with a strong PR
department. But it is incredible how their
press releases are quoted by so many media
channels. The results on search engines are
also impressive on both “Metro International”
or Pelle Tornberg. We can guess that many
other media companies had the idea of
expanding into the internet business as Metro
did last month with the travel agency site. But
this news was mentioned by so many media
that it was hard to miss.

Advertising
Mathew Hooper of Metro International said:
“Metro cannot be compared to traditional
free newspapers, or even to paid-for dailies
if you look at the readership profile. From
a marketing point of view, we describe
our daily as a printed broadcaster and we
approach the advertisers of the large media.
Although Metro depended on local advertisers
13
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35%

Chart 2.1: Metro International readership profile
36%
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28%
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25 - 34

35 - 49

50 or more
Source: Metro International

and classifieds in the beginning, it has since
proven that it can attract the big advertisers.”
Ber Buschman, advertising director for Metro
International, defines three market categories
for each edition: the key accounts (national
and international advertisers), regional
advertisers and small ads and classifieds.
The latter is surveyed through telemarketing.
When a launch is being prepared, twice as
many recruits are hired than needed and the
most efficient teams are kept on.
In addition to developing investments on a
country-by country basis, Metro International
has set the goal of attracting international
campaigns using the readership’s common
denominator (young and active consumers)
to present an international but homogeneous
audience. These include Unilever, Coca-Cola,
H & M, Monsterboard, British Airways,
Mitsubishi, Xerox, Vodafone, Reliant Energy
or Media Market.
Most of the criticism against Metro’s formula
has been directed at its entire dependence on
advertising revenues, including classified ads,
which critics say makes the paper’s editorial
staff too vulnerable to business interests.
Laura Gordon, the advertising manager of
14

Quick, a free daily from the Dallas Morning
News, points to the fact that she roped in
157 new advertisers – meaning they didn’t
do business with the Morning News. Quick
has attracted highly local advertisers, such
as those who specialise in personal services
like Madison Pain Clinic, which most likely
couldn’t afford to do business in the main
paper. Undoubtedly, Quick’s relationship with
the Morning News helps from an advertising
perspective – at least in getting advertisers
to give Quick a whirl, Editor & Publisher
reported.

Readership
The most controversial subject regarding
free dailies is whether they reach a valuable
readership or not. There are not so many
studies available that are also reliable and
have comparable data. This is because for
a long time the free dailies were boycotted
and excluded from the national audience
readership surveys. In France, for example,
only lately has EuroPQN, the association
measuring the audiences of the daily
newspapers, decided to study the audience
of the free daily newspapers as a specific
family, because the “free dailies cannot be
comparable with the paid daily press”.
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Chart 2.2: Dependency on public transport
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Cost structure
The general cost and revenue profile of Metro
also looks different from traditional paid-for
papers. The most important difference is the
personnel structure. In Sweden, for example,
about 400 journalists work for Dagens
Nyheter and 300 work for Göteborgs-Posten.
Yet only about 20 journalists are employed at
Metro in each city in which it operates. Costs
are kept low by the fact that most of Metro’s
content stems from the main Swedish news
agency, in addition to a number of freelance
journalists. The only cost that is similar for
Metro and other papers, is the cost of the
paper itself. Metro does not have its own
printing presses, it uses others’.

Chart 2.3: Cost structure
Depreciation
1%
Administration
14%

Print & paper
36%

Sales &
marketing
20%

Editorial
11%

Distribution
18%

Source: Metro website: Corporate presentation August 2004
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Table 2.1: P&L model for a free newspaper
Paid for
Money

Free
People

Money

People

Circulation

100,000

100,000

Pagination

60

32

Publishing days

355

250

Ad/Ed ratio

42%

48%

19932

0

Circulation costs

1721

0

Distribution costs

9267

800

Marketing costs

972

194

Circulation revenue

Staff costs

1949

Net circulation revenue

6023

-1140

29632

10371

Advertising revenue
Staff costs
Marketing costs

1840

27

41

145

515

2

14

664

232

1357

475

25770

9148

437

153

Total revenue

50000

10524

Total revenue contribution

32230

8161

Newsprint costs

5874

2062

Production

6093

7

2139

2

Editorial content staff

7339

186

475

20

Contributions and agency

1054

281

807

215

Other costs
Net advertising revenue
Other revenues net

Editorial other
Overhead

6450

23

2256

8

4614

283

734

46

Operating margins

9.2

7.0

Revenue per page

3312

2680

177

227

Revenue per employee

Source: Jim Chisholm, Strategy Advisor SFN, WAN
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Table 2.2: Free/paid-for newspapers comparison
Value chain

Paid-for

Free papers

Printing

Bigger number of pages but not entirely full
colour
More editions depending on events which
means difficulties in productions and costs

Usually full colour
easier production because
- smaller no of pages
- layout is not very spectacular and no big
pages
- easier prepress

Editorial concept

Social value: Demand satisfaction but also
a social function: inform, educate, culture,
diversity of opinion, protect democracy,
community services
Content:
Journalistic expensive tools used:
investigation, exclusive report
Columnists – well known, with names
Layout:
Trying to permanently distinguish and be
original
Newsroom: high number of people, valuable,
expensive
High costs of traveling and communication
Format: broadsheet or tabloid mostly with
high number of pages

Social value: infotainment

Marketing

Costly : games, prizes, gifts, advertising,
special events

Low costs usually

Distribution

Subscription
Single copy

Racks in public places, mainly public
transport; rarely door to door

Target/readership

Extended target, more educated, wealthier,
exclusive

Active population but not necessarily the
wealthiest, anyway usually younger than at
paid ones and defined by the profile of public
transport user.

Advertising

Benefits from strong brand awareness.

Usually cheaper than paid for at comparable
audience.
More flexibility than the paid for in layout
offers: e.g. double spreadsheet covering first
and last page.

Content: small number of pages (usually up
to 32), cheap information sources
Standard information
No star columnists
Layout : Fragmented, standardised, many
frameworks and templates easy to replicate
from one day to another. No constant
innovation, no need for a numerous design
department
Newsroom: low number of people, made of
journalists that bring news and useful info.
(16-20 journalists on average)
Format : small format – tabloid of A4 or even
smaller

Source: Aura Iordan, Business Analyst SFN WAN
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3. The dilemma: to watch or to act?
THE ISSUES relating to the new generation
of commuter dailies are about more than free
versus paid-for. Suddenly a free paper product
offers daily frequency, the same wire-service
headlines as a paid daily, a narrow and costeffective scope of distribution, and desirable
demographics all in a well-designed package.
Journalism, of course, is not just a business.
Therefore the answer of editors to the
appearance and development of free dailies
is not a simple one. If this phenomenon
were to happen in an industry where social
responsibility and the effects of the decision
were not that important or significant, the
changes would probably be simpler to accept.
Journalists and their companies feel it is
their duty to defend not only the business
but also the nature of their profession. For
the time being, considering the number of
pages and the content, most free dailies seem
undeveloped. Any company that publishes
paid newspapers wants to continue what is
of value in its creation. This concern to keep
the pluralism of opinions and the standards of
the watchdog of the society forces publishing
companies to certain types of decisions.
Free dailies strike at the heart of what
newspapers are about, with the traditionalists

saying the frees are a threat to quality
journalism and the free publishers arguing
that they satisfy the needs of young busy
readers by providing them only with they
content they want.
For these new publishers the rationale is
obvious. Here is an opportunity to create a
new profitable business, exploiting similar
principles and practices to the traditional
business model. It is not surprising that
companies such as the Norwegian group,
Schibsted – in France, Spain and Switzerland
– and the Tribune group – in New York
– have chosen the free daily concept to
establish a foothold in markets beyond their

Chart 3.1: The business model
Chasing net contributions
Alternative
Strategy
Arena
Advertising
profitability

Circulation
profitability

X
© eVolt.Co
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Chart 3.2: Circulation versus advertising
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core boundaries.

mix of newspapers’ revenues.

But where does this leave the traditional
publishers? How should they react to a new
competitive launch? Should they consider
converting from paid to free as a means of
stabilising their own distribution? Or is it an
option to create a new free daily product that
is published in parallel to their established
paid-for newspaper.

As the chart and table show, newspapers in
different countries derive their revenues from
very different sources. Irish newspapers enjoy
the highest levels of revenue per copy, with
€2.23 ($2.99) per copy of advertising revenue
and €1.03 ($1.38) derived from circulation.
Newspapers in the United States are next
highest but their revenue mix is highly
dependent on advertising – €2.66 ($3.57),
with circulation revenues of €0.40 ($0.54)
barely covering the costs of marketing and
distribution.

The chart below shows the trend of paid-for
dailies to move towards a business model in
which advertising is more and more important
as distribution costs rise and pressures on
price and on subscription discounts are also
increasing. To an extent, free dailies are a
product of an age of free consumption. As
media consumers become less willing to pay
for news content, so the free daily services
an alternative strategy arena, where it is more
profitable to pay to reach the media consumer
on behalf of advertisers than it is to get
consumers to pay for their content.
An interesting conclusion comes from the
market potential analysis. This chart from
World Press Trends data shows the relative
income streams in different markets. It
suggests a strong opportunity for free dailies
in the United States.
The United States is prime territory for the
establishment of free dailies because of the
20

With such high advertising offtakes, and
circulation revenues that often do not cover
a newspaper’s costs to market, never mind
contribute to the other costs of the business,
it seems inescapable that publishers in the
United States – old and new – will seek
alternative ways of reaching out to media
consumers.

Competing against a free daily
So how should a publisher determine his most
appropriate strategy? There are a number of
factors that the publisher must consider. The
first is to determine the nature and scale of
the threat. In the case of commuter dailies, the
threat is largely confined to those people who
travel by public transport, who can obtain a
copy. In the case of home delivered papers
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Table 3.1: Understanding the threat
FROM A FREE COMMUTER DAILY
Single copy daily

Threat confined to points of distribution.
Impact comes in fast dilution of sale at travel
points and consequential impact on share of
advertising

Need to track impact on sales where
distributed. Long-term strategy to migrate
readers of free to paid-for title as they get
older and quit public transport

Subscription daily

Threat confined to points of distribution.
Impact comes in gradual erosion of
subscriber sales among commuters and longterm impact on share of advertising

Add method of commuting to subscriber
profiling. Track impact on cancellations
through customer contact methods, impact
of new free on subscriber loyalty. Emphasise
value and comprehensiveness of paid titles.

FROM A HOME DELIVERED FREE DAILY
Single copy daily

Presence of home-delivered free may
discourage casual purchase of paid-for over
time.

Monitor sales at outlets near free paper’s
delivery area and impact relative to nondelivered areas.

Subscription daily

Presence of home-delivered free will impact
on subscription sale.

Track impact on cancellations through
customer contact methods, impact of new
free on subscriber loyalty. Emphasise value
and comprehensiveness of paid titles. If
necessary, resort to short-week subscription
option, to ensure paid-for is delivered at least
two or three days a week.

FROM ANY OTHER FREE DAILY
Single copy daily

Depends on the nature of alternative
business model.

Monitor effect according to content or
distribution. Strengthen parallel distribution
capability. Push comprehensive strengths of
paid-for.

Subscription daily

Depends on the nature of alternative
business model.

Monitor specific effect according to content
or distribution. Strengthen parallel distribution
capability. Push comprehensive strengths of
paid-for newspaper.

the threat is confined to those areas where the
title is delivered. The impact of this threat
also depends on the incumbent newspaper’s
own methods of distribution. The table
below provides an analysis of the threat from
different types of free daily together against
different types of incumbent.
Publishers should see the threat from
commuter distribution and home-delivered
free papers differently. In terms of commuter
dailies, the impact is not wholly negative.
It must be remembered that commuter
free dailies, are having a positive impact
on newspaper readership in that they are
encouraging younger people who would not
otherwise be reading a newspaper. In time,
these younger readers may be persuaded to
read a more comprehensive paid-for product.
Strategies should be devised to exploit these
factors, communicating to potential paid-for
buyers or subscribers at a time when they

might be persuaded to buy the paid-for.
Another factor is that both commuter and
home-delivered titles are confined to their
distribution channel, yet pick up significant
proportions of readers who do not read a
paid-for paper. This is particularly appealing
to advertisers. The paid-for newspapers need
to revisit their own strategies to devise means
of allowing advertisers to reach people who
would not otherwise see advertising in their
newspaper.
Traditional publishers have powerful brands:
their products, their company names are
respected and trusted. This is an asset of
tremendous importance that can be used as a
competitive advantage over new comers.

Forced launch of a free against a free
In many markets, local publishers have
decided to launch against a new competitive
free. There are good reasons for and against
21
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Chart 3.3: Single copy versus subscription

DEFENCE

SC newspapers will see
loss through
consequential impact of
circulation erosion.
Recognise that threat is
at points of distribution

SS newspapers will see
slow impact due to
erosion of share of voice.
Long term game
demonstrating audience
value.
Subscription

Single copy

ATTACK

Utilise alternative
channels to widen
advertising offer and
attract new readers.
Cross promote and
migrate over time.

Opportunity to cross
promote and segment at
lower cost to market.
Cross promote and
migrate over time.

doing this depending on market conditions
and long-term intentions.

– competitive launch must be regarded as
offensive rather than defensive.

Since a central strategic issue is the confined
nature of free newspaper distribution, then a
major consideration is the impact this specific
distribution will have on circulation and
advertising revenues in the long term.

So such a competitive launch must be seen as
offering good long term strategic value.

If there is a high level of distribution overlap,
then the long-term competitive implications
will grow over the long term. If the overlap
is low, and the distribution self-limiting as
in the case of commuter dailies, then the
impact while perhaps significant, will be
reduced. It is estimated that commuter dailies,
for example, are unlikely to attract more
than between 6 per cent and 10 per cent of
available advertising revenues.
A circulation director of a leading national
newspaper facing competition from free
dailies stated that he and his competitors
were typically losing around 10 per cent of
circulation at travel points where the free
daily was distributed, and that overall sales
were affected by around 2 per cent in cities.
This suggests firstly that the impact of free
dailies is largely confined to travel points;
secondly that the majority of traditional
newspaper buyers are continuing to buy
their paper; and thirdly that the free daily is
establishing a new readership.
Unless there are good reasons to assume that
the new free can be forced out the market
– such as a lack of capital investment, weak
links to a core strategy, or deprivation of
either distribution or advertising revenues
22

In this case everything must be done to ensure
that the incumbent’s new free daily is superior
in everyway to the new entrant. There
have been too many competitive responses
where half-hearted responses simply serve
to accelerate the readership and advertising
value of free dailies, because two titles will
create a market faster. In this scenario, the
genre of free dailies grows, and because
the incumbent’s title is inferior, the market
gradually moves to the free newcomer.
The decision to launch will therefore be
determined by the preparation of a series of
scenarios that will project the likely audience
splits of the various titles, their duplicated
and solus readership among different target
groups, and the likely impact these will have
on the allocation of advertising revenues over
time. From this, a financial model can be
prepared to predict the relative advantages of
launching directly, launching in an alternative
form, or simply reinforcing the current
paid-for product’s strategy. Here are some
examples:
De Telegraaf in Amsterdam, with a circulation
of more than 750,000, launched its free, Spits,
managed to reach readers the paid-for daily
had not been able to. For Spits it was initially
a protectionist strategy – beinged launch on
the same day as Metro.
Leggo in Italy, a free paper published by
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Chart 3.4: Theoretical potential
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Francesco G. Caltagirone who is also behind
Il Messaggero in Rome and Il Mattino in
Naples, competes with Metro. The basic
motivation for its creation was the need to
guarantee to the group’s national clients
the possibility of advertising planning and
preparing it to compete with the stronger
national dailies, such as Il Corriere della Sera
and La Reppublica. The former reacted by
launching the free paper, City, in Rome and
Naples especially. Leggo is a clear example
of successful product extension strategy.
Associated Newspapers knew that in Britain
there were several million people who
went to work every day and did not read
a newspaper. With Metro – its free daily
which should not be confused with any of
Metro International’s titles – and its paidfor dailies, the Daily Mail and the Evening
Standard, Associated has noticed promotional
synergies, as the three titles represent three
different reader segments. For Associated it
was also a protectionist strategy against Metro
International. They adopted the name Metro
and succeeded in keeping out the Swedish
publisher. Because of Metro’s success the
strategy was transformed in a portfolio
extension.
In terms of profitability, free dailies tend to
show big losses until they reach a critical
advertising mass. Despite synergies in
editorial content, advertising and possibly
in printing and distribution, a free daily is
a long-term investment. It is unlikely to
be successful if companies are looking for

a rapid return on investment. Therefore
any launch into this sector must be seen as
strategically valuable in the long term, rather
than a short-term fix.

Unforced launch of a free in parallel to
the paid-for
A third scenario is where there may be
opportunities to launch a free newspaper
without any competitive rationale. Given that
the financial outcome of free newspapers
is likely to be cash generative, then there
may be good reasons to launch a free daily
alongside the current paid-for title. These
include:
• Targeting lucrative subgroups who do not
currently read the paid-for newspaper.
• Generating new readers who in time can be
converted to the paid-for newspaper.
• Satisfying advertising sectors by offering
new access.
In each of the above cases, an essential tactic
is the ongoing cross-promotion of the paid-for
newspaper within the free title
A free daily is a marketing tool for a
traditional publisher. The argument goes like
this: do traditional publishers want to lure
their readers from the paid one to the free?
Definitely not, but if the trend is to lose
audience from year to year, then it’s better to
keep that audience for your portfolio than to
lose it for somebody else.
23
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Strategic scenarios
An interesting and useful analysis of the
possible strategies regarding free dailies
was created by Robert G. Picard, professor
of media economics and a director of the
Media Group, Turku School of Economics
and Business Administration, in Finland.
Like any model, it does not provide answers
but it offer a framework that helps the
thought process.
In 2001, when the success of free dailies
was still arguable, Professor Picard
identified the strategies that traditional
publishers can take.
These options can be summarised as
follows:
• Don’t enter the free market, deny benefit:
this is the obstructionist option, which
involves bringing legal challenges against
the free dailies and trying to block them
from getting credentials.
•Don’t enter the market, seek benefit: under
this option, paid newspapers analyse their
local market, seek other opportunities to
attract occasional readers and non-readers,
and try to call attention to the quality of
their product.
• Enter the market, don’t seek benefit: paidfor newspapers start up free publications

purely to protect their market positions.
• Enter the market, seek benefit: paidfor newspapers structure their new freecirculation offerings in a targeted way, to
better serve occasional readers and nonreaders, and also to enhance advertising
revenue.
According to Professor Picard: “Paid dailies
are indispensable for those who have active
interests in social, economic and political
life, and paid dailies need to make sure that
their paid product reflects that, and does not
seek to imitate the free counterpart.
“The situation in free dailies today is very
much similar to the situation when free
sheets and total market coverage papers
created a stir in the industry two decades
ago, so one wonders why it is so surprising
and so disconcerting for publishers to see
free dailies appear. They managed to survive
and find benefit in those other kinds of
operations.
“Traditional daily papers have to decide
whether all they want to do is to kill or
block a potential competitor here, or whether
they want to find out if there are benefits
to participating in a market that they’ve not
seen or ignored in the past.”

Chart 3.5: Strategic options for paid newspapers
Market Entry
Protectionist Strategy

Product Extension Strategy
to better serve occasional
and non-readers and existing
advertising customer
to seek new advertising
customers and revenue

Obstructionist Strategy
legal challenges
denial of press credentials
association rejection

Seek Entry

Deny Entry

compete to protect market
position with readers and
advertisers

Coexistence Strategy
understand the market differently
seek other opportunities to serve
occasional and non-readers needs
do not directly compete
show difference from paid daily

Non Entry
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Table 3.2 SWOT analysis of free dailies by Professor Robert Picard
Strengths

Weakness

Opportunities

Threats

Free dailies

Easy acquisition, the fact Little original content,
that readers do not have
limited local news, and
to pay for them, their
limited distribution.
quick readability, their
captive audiences and the
fact that their advertising
is more effective
than most transport
advertising.

Reach occasional
readers, to change nonreaders into readers, and
to create new advertising
sales.

Paid dailies that may
respond with their own
free products and from
digital broadcasting that
is beginning to appear in
public transport systems.

Paid dailies

Loyal regular audience.
Reputations. Strength of
local coverage. Analysis
and commentary on
public events. Position as
the primary outlet for retail
and classified advertising.

To increase their own
audiences as occasional
readers and non-readers
become readers of free
dailies. Can use existing
publishing structures to
support their own free
daily.

The potential loss of
readership among
occasional paid readers,
the potential loss of
advertising in the paid
newspaper, and from their
own complacency.

They require expenditure
and (says Professor
Picard) are harder to
read.
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Alternative
strategies
Another analysis of the potential options is
provided by Dr Piet Bakker, associate professor
at the Department of Communications at
the Amsterdam School of Communications
Research. He identifies five possible strategies:
•Invasion: Publishers are entering the market for
profits. The Swedish example proved that this
was indeed possible, since it took Metro only
one year to make profits in Stockholm. Metro
International is focused on the core business of
free dailies and their aim is to build a profitable
business.
•Expansion: The expansion model, in which
local publishers launch a free paper not
to prevent another publisher from making
profits but to profit for themselves. Here the
predominant way of operating is achieving
synergy by combining activities in the paidfor and the free paper (advertising, marketing,
housing, distribution, and sometimes even
newsgathering).
•Promotion: This may be a function of the
expansion model and represents the case when
the publisher launches the free paper to promote
its paid-for titles. This type of strategy has been
developed quite consistently lately through the
lite versions of the traditional newspaper.
• Defence: The defence model is when the
second paper is only published because of
the launch of a free paper. In Cologne two
local firms (Springer and DuMont Schauberg)
started free papers when Schibsted launched 20
Minuten. After one year 20 Minuten gave up,
and the other two papers ceased publication.
Quebecor published the free Montreal
Metropolitain to protect the advertising interests
of Le Journal de Montreal.
•Prevention: The prevention model where
publishers launch a free paper to prevent another
firm from entering the market, the so-called
spoiler. It has happened in the UK and Austria.
In Norway two free papers were released
twice a week to prevent new competitors
from entering the market. In Norway – where
newspapers are more popular than in any other
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country, there are no free daily newspapers.
It may be difficult to distinguish between
expansion and defence. In some cases defence
or prevention models can develop into
expansion models. This is inevitable because
defence and prevention models are typically
short-term models. No company will keep a
money-losing free paper alive for ever.
Bakker’s analysis concludes that only in the
invasion and expansion models firms are
entering a market with a new product for profit;
the promotion model is a marketing tool; in the
defence and prevention model publishers are
willing to lose money for some time. Often their
paid papers cross-subsidise the free dailies.
• Partnership: Another strategy which is proving
increasingly popular is partnership. Examples of
partnerships with incumbent publishers include
Metro International’s partnership in Boston in
the United States with the New York Times Co,
which owns the Boston Globe, and the Toronto
Star in Canada, and Schibsted’s operations
in France and Spain and (until recently)
Switzerland.
More significantly a number of partnerships
are with local broadcasting companies, that are
seeking a foothold in print media. Examples
include Metro’s partnership with TF1 in France.
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4. Case studies
Metro in the UK
METRO in the United Kingdom was
launched in London in March 1999 by
Associated Newspapers, publisher of the
Daily Mail, the Mail on Sunday, and the
Evening Standard. Metro International of
Sweden had planned to launch in the UK but
was beaten to it by Associated. Having started
with an 80,000 print run, Metro is now the
sixth biggest paper in the United Kingdom,
with more than 1 million copies distributed in
13 cities.
Rupert Murdoch, the News Corporation
chairman, has admitted that Metro had hit his
British newspapers and that he was watching
the situation “keenly and apprehensively”.
“It’s taken – we’re the biggest paper and it’s
hit us the most – I’m really guessing, I don’t
know, 30,000 or 40,000 from us, maybe
20,000 or 30,000 from others,” Mr Murdoch
said in February 2005.
Was Associated worried that Metro’s
popularity would harm its own newspapers?
No, said Metro’s research and strategy
manager, Adam Joseph. “Over half of all

Metro readers don’t read any other Monday to
Friday national newspaper, and did not read
one prior to Metro,” he said. “This means we
have attracted new young readers into the
newspaper reading habit, and thus introduced
27
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Chart 4.1: Metro UK readership profile
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them to an Associated Newspapers product.”
The 13 cities where Metro is distributed are
located in the largest urban areas. Mr. Joseph
said: “We chose these markets based on the
areas that offered the largest a critical mass
of “Urbanites” – whom we define as aged 1844, in full-time work and social grade ABC1
(ie, white collar professionals). Thus the
areas we focus on are London, Birmingham,
Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Leeds,
Sheffield, Newcastle, Bristol, Bath, Leicester,
Nottingham and Derby.
ABC circulation data for Metro in March
2005 showed that it distributes on average
1,006,276 copies every weekday. In terms of
readership, the National Readership Survey
data for 2004 shows that Metro is read by
1,897,000 adult readers every weekday.
Of these readers, 55 per cent are men and
45 per cent are women. Some 52 per cent
of all readers are aged between 18 and 35,
and 67 per cent are aged between 18 and 44.
A total of 64 per cent of readers are social
grade ABC1 (ie, primarily office working
professionals).
It took a year after the launch to fashion
the “Urbanite” strategy which has become
so successful, according to Mr Joseph. For
advertising, the overall strategy is to sell
the “Urbanite” audience at a premium rate
to advertisers. “We use the term ‘Metro
Moment’ to refer to the 20-minute average
time that readers spend with Metro each
28

weekday, primarily during the morning
commute to work,” Mr Joseph said.
It is also a joint sell in two ways:
• Within Associated Newspapers (across the
Metro, Daily Mail and Evening Standard)
there is a joint sales agreement only on the
classified advertising operations in London.
Classified advertising is jointly sold by a
team that sells across Metro in London and
the Evening Standard.
• With franchise partners in regional editions.
Outside London, regional editions are
published by “franchise partners” who cover
certain costs (eg, printing) in return for a
share of the profits from selling advertising.
In cities outside London, Metro works with
local publishers in a series of franchise
partnerships, including the Guardian Media
Group (Manchester Evening News) and
Trinity Mirror (the Daily Record) in Scotland.
The sales teams on these regional titles sell
local classified advertising in Metro (and only
a limited amount of display advertising) as an
addition to their portfolio of regional titles.
In 2003-04, Metro generated £6 million profit
on a turnover of £40 million. It took four
years to become profitable on a year-to-year
operating P & L basis.
But the future will undoubtedly be more
competitive for Metro. In London, the goahead has been given for a free afternoon
paper on the public transport system.
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Metro Seoul
The model for Metro Seoul, which is
published in the South Korean capital and
six other cities, is quite different from its
European counterparts. Firstly, the paper,
which is part of Metro International, doesn’t
distribute on the subway. “The authorities do
not let free papers distribute on the subway,”
says Choi Jeong Gil, Metro Seoul’s managing
director. There is a rule that newsstands
within subway stations must be run by either
the disabled or the less well-off. So each
morning 500 part-time employees from Metro
Seoul distribute the newspaper to commuters
in front of each station entrance – and where
they can’t be present there are dump bins
containing the paper. In Pusan, a city where
Metro could enter the subway, the paper
found it gained a better profile by distributing
outside.
Secondly, it faces much more varied
competition with six free newspapers in
the market – Metro, Focus, Good Morning
Seoul, AM7, Sports Hankuk (Korea) and
Daily Zoom – the last two being dedicated to
sport and comics respectively. On a monthto-month basis only Metro and Focus are
thought to be making money. However, the
market for free dailies is on the increase, Mr
Choi says. Since Metro Seoul began in May
2002, the advertising market for free dailies
has shot up from US$20 million to US$80
million, compared with an overall newspaper
advertising market of just under US$2 billion.
So who have been the victims of this
phenomenon? The sports newspapers,
according to Mr Choi, have seen their
revenues slashed, leaving many commercially
unviable. Mr Choi says that Metro Seoul
began to make money after two years. “It
was a little bit earlier than we expected,”
admits Mr Choi. Now the paper is looking to
increase readership so that it can push up its
circulation which has risen from 400,000 to
500,000 since its launch. Although there are
six million commuters every day in Seoul
and 10 million throughout the country, Metro
is now also considering circulating within
universities and shopping malls.
Metro had initially planned a strategic
alliance with JoongAng Ilbo, one of the three
biggest newspapers. However, a deal could
not be done. Nevertheless, Metro, which has

a reporting and editing staff of about 20, uses
photographs from JoongAng Ilbo and is also
printed by the newspaper group. And Metro is
still looking for a suitable partner to provide
more content for a paper that is 48 pages on
Mondays and Fridays and 40 for the rest of
the week.
Not surprisingly, Metro sees 30 per cent of
its advertising revenue from the information
technology sector. It also has a strong base in
university and educational advertising. “Our
advertising revenue is increasing by 70 per
cent a year,” says Mr Choi – although that
would be from a low base. With revenue at
US$30 million last year, he believes he could
raise that figure to US$50 million should any
of the competitors leave the market.

20 Minutes
The Scandinavian media group, Schibsted,
launched its first 20 Minutes – the average
time a European commuter spends on public
transport every day – in the Swiss city of
Zurich in December 1999. Schibsted now
publishes 13 editions in three countries
– with France and Spain being the other two
countries. With a total circulation of almost
1.7 million, 20 Minutes reaches more than 4.2
million people five days a week. Among its
guiding principles are:
• A credible and high quality newspaper with
29
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strong ethical values;
• Politically independent;
• Editorial values based on the Schibsted’s
Tinius Trust of free and independent editorial
governance; and
• Non-editorialised and impartial content.
The first edition of 20 Minutes was launched
in Zurich on December 13, 1999. Following
the rapid success of the Zurich edition,
two additional editions were launched
simultaneously in Bern and Basel in October
2000. With 720,000 readers, 20 minutes is
now the second largest newspaper in the
German-speaking part of Switzerland. In
2003 Express Zeitung (which 83 per centowned by Tamedia, publisher of TagesAnzeiger) acquired 49.5 per cent of 20
Minutes Switzerland for an undisclosed
amount. Schibseted will cede the rest of the
company to Tamedia in 2007.
In June 2001, 20 Minutes acquired a majority
share in Multiprensa y Más, a Spanish
free newspaper company. Following the
acquisition, the existing newspapers were
transformed into fully-fledged 20 Minutes
products and today the Spanish operation
of 20 Minutes is one of the leading dailies
in Spain with 1.6 million readers a day. It
circulates in Madrid, Barcelona, Seville,
Zaragossa, Alicante and Valencia. Schibsted
has sold 20 per cent of the operation to
30

Grupo Zeta, which publishes El Periodico
del Catalunya and Sport, for €15 million.
The deal is expected to be completed in June
2005.
20 Minutes in Paris was launched on March
15, 2002. The French operation is a joint
venture between Schibsted and two French
partners, Spir Communications and Sofiouest,
both part of the Ouest France group. With
1.36 million readers, 20 Minutes is already
the second largest newspaper in greater Paris.
Three new editions – in Marseille, Lyon and
Lille – were launched in February 2004.

The Examiner
The Washington Examiner was launched
in February 2005, a free daily delivered to
210,000 homes in the American capital and
neighbouring areas of Virginia and Maryland,
and with 50,000 given away by hawkers. The
Examiner is part of a stable of papers started
when the sports and entertainment tycoon,
Philip Anschutz, bought the San Francisco
Examiner, a paid broadsheet that was the
jumping off point for William Randolph
Hearst’s newspaper empire, and converted it
to a 160,000 copies-a-day free daily.
The Washington Examiner came about
after Mr Anschutz bought several titles in
Maryland and Virginia. Its presence in the
nation’s capital sets it against the paid-for
incumbent, the Washington Post. The Post
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“We don’t want to be a one-note newspaper
like some other newspapers. We want people
to come to read us who don’t know what
they’re going to see there every day. They
know they’re going to find smart, intelligent,
provocative writing that could be left, right,
centre, you don’t know, but we’re going to
make you think. We’re going to get you in
there and we’re going to entertain you with
very, very good writing across the political
spectrum.”
On the commercial side, Mr Wilpers was
asked why not charge for it? He replied:
“Because we can get to more people the way
we’re going about it, and the whole idea
of paid paper content I think died with the
Internet. You can get information for free,
so why not get it for free? And if we can
make money through advertisers getting the
newspaper to people for free, we’re going to
reach more people.”
launched its own free daily, the Express,
in August 2003 to protect its market and
it now puts out 200,000 copies a day in a
format deliberately aimed at the short-read
commuter.
It may be that Mr Anschutz intends to
take the Examiner brand national. He has
trademarked the title in 70 cities across the
country. “Do we have a pre-planned list of
cities and a time line for opening papers
in them? No,” San Francisco Examiner
publisher Scott McKibben told the San
Francisco Chronicle.

He added: “Paid newspapers – the circulation
is dropping like a stone. Look at the
Washington Post. Three per cent in the last
six months; 5 or 6 per cent in the last two
years. People aren’t paying for a newspaper
anymore because they can get it for free, and
we’re going to take advantage of that.”

Quick
Quick, a 150,000-circulation free daily owned
by the publisher of the Dallas Morning News,
Belo Corp, was launched in November 2003

Analyst John Morton of Morton Research
was quoted by the Chronicle as saying:
“There’s been a real strong prejudice against
free circulation. It has been used more as
a strategy to try to entice young people to
read newspapers every day than try to make
money. That’s not what Anschutz is trying to
do. He’s trying to create a whole new type of
animal.”
The paper takes its leave of the Metro
formula with 16 reporters covering local
affairs out of a staff of 54. In a PBS television
interview for the Online Newshour, John
Wilpers, the editor-in-chief, said: “On the
editorial page I’d say we are a conservative
newspaper. On the op-ed page we try to
present a variety of viewpoints, because we
don’t want to be predictable.
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Laura Gordon, managing director of new
product development, the Dallas Morning
News and publisher of Quick said: “Quick is
distinguished by its short news summaries,
sharp graphics and other time-saving features
such as the ‘Q Top 10’, a quick look at the
top 10 news stories of the day.”
It also provides summaries of key news
highlights in business, technology, sports,
entertainment, people, local buzz around town
and includes a classified section.

to appeal to 18 to 34-year-olds in the greater
Dallas market in Texas. Its launch came a few
weeks after a rival, American Consolidated
Media, announced plans for a similar
publication, A.M Journal Express, which also
launched that November. (It closed in May
2004.)
“Are we surprised that someone is going
after this market? No. We just didn’t know
someone was going to come and try to do it
before we did,” Jim Moroney, publisher and
chief executive of the Dallas Morning News,
told the Associated Press at the time.
The Monday-Friday tabloid is designed for
“readers on the run” with content that is
repurposed from the Dallas Morning News.
It is distributed in coffee shops, restaurants,
retail outlets, mass-transit stations, office
buildings and other locations.
“For our advertisers, Quick is another
opportunity to complement the mass reach
of The Dallas Morning News with a product
designed to target adults, 18-34,” Mr
Moroney said.
He added: “We are working on a range of
concepts to better attract younger readers.
Some of our initiatives will be delivered
in the paper and some will be distributed
separately. We are going through the
process of identifying critical lifestages and
determining how we can offer solutions that
best fit younger readers at each of these
stages. We will, then, marry those ideas with
advertisers’ needs to find the best alternatives
to pursue.”
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The paper is supported by a web site,
QuickDFW.com, which offers extensive,
searchable entertainment listings, unique
lifestyle content and up-to-the-minute
news. In addition, QuickDFW.com now
hosts profiles of more than 140 local bands
and DJs. MP3s of the bands music can be
downloaded directly from the site. Local
acceptance of the new QuickDFW.com can
be measured through the site’s page views,
which increased almost 1,300 per cent in
the first month after re-launch in September
2004.
“We knew that our young, professional
audience was interested in interacting
with our product online, but the success of
QuickDFW.com has been overwhelming,” Ms
Gordon said. QuickDFW.com received only
9,371 page views in August 2004, compared
with more than 121,000 in September and
more than 170,000 in October after the relaunch.
The publication has attracted 175 unique
advertisers this year who were not previously
advertisers of The Dallas Morning News.
The newspaper group had expenses associated
with the new products of $4.5 million in the
first quarter of 2004, although this fell to $3.9
million in the first quarter of 2005. he loss
from operations related to these new products
improved to a $400,000 loss in the first
quarter of 2005 versus a $2.8 million loss in
the first quarter of 2004. Quick is expected to
be profitable in about three years.
Robert W. Decherd, Belo’s chairman,
president and chief executive, said the
company was leveraging “the infrastructure
and content of the Dallas Morning News” to
produce Quick, and, therefore, its investment
in the new daily was incremental and not
material.
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Conclusion
THE STORY of free dailies and their
implacable development is, in fact, the
story of a new generation. We can call it the
internet generation or even, ironically, the
spam generation. No matter what we call it,
this generation has assumed new habits in
media consumption. Young people want to
have information quickly, at ease and cheaply
or for free, if possible.
The jury is out on whether, as they get older,
they might change this habit and migrate to
the traditional paid-for press.
To many it seems that, unlike their parents
and grandparents, youngsters do not associate
reading with effort. For them, reading is
purely visual, a similar exercise to watching
the screen of TV, PC, or mobile phone. And,
increasingly, media are consumed on the
move.
Free dailies attract this generation by
meeting the consumption behaviour patterns
of the digital media with the convenience
of location in a prestigious and reputable
genre of print. What is more, this offers
advertisers unencumbered access to a

valuable new generation of media consumers
who are notoriously difficult to reach by any
traditional media form.
For media consumers and communicators, the
free daily newspaper is an attractive media
option. Increasingly, it looks like a profitable
and sustainable option for publishers.
But what does this mean for the traditional
press? In commercial terms, the free daily is
both a threat and an opportunity. Commuter
dailies are more likely to dent the paid-for
newspapers revenue streams, rather than serve
a knock-out blow. Their distribution model
is confined to a unique audience segment,
and may in time prove more beneficial
than harmful. It remains to be seen whether
the new rash of home-delivered frees can
establish themselves.
Who knows, this form of distribution may
prove to be a saviour for more traditional
newspapers that are brave enough to make the
transition from paid to free.
We will not only see more free daily
newspapers in the future, but will also more
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types of targeted and segmented products
appealing to more diverse audiences, and
utilising a range of different distribution
techniques and routes.
Despite much angst and gnashing of teeth
among many traditionalists, free dailies are
not a sin. The free daily concept may not be
popular with those who uphold the traditional
values in terms of quality paid-for content.
Some of us may not like the relatively low
volumes of news, the lack of hard-hitting
investigation and the reliance on agency
copy. But with a clear ability to capture the
attention of audiences across the world and
satisfy the needs of an increasing band of
advertisers, free newspapers are not only
creating a new market segment but are also
beginning to sustain the value of reading that
seemed under threat not long ago.
Few free dailies are likely to uncover
Watergate or win Pulitzer prizes. And
any damage they do to traditional paidfor newspapers, particularly those in the
major communities that free dailies tend to
service, is bad for newspapers and arguably
potentially harmful to society. But in a free
world, the free newspaper has its role to play,
and any medium that encourages and sustains
young readership has to be a good thing, and
this is perhaps this new medium’s legacy to
society.
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